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Intruduction:
For Christians and Muslims in

Nigeriaf-=who

have often been at

the centre of

religious conflict-living together peacefully has
unpredictable. The strongest factor responsible for this
potentially volatile situation is the menacing political Islam pursued
by the northern political elites for political gains. As defined by
David Dickson, political Islam "is any variant of Islam inspiring or
serving as a vehicle for political mobilization or activity.Y' This
means that political Islam is not necessarily negative or violent, it
become
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populous country and the most populated black nation
peoples according to the still disputed 2006
Census results. This number is spread across about 250 ethno-linguistic
communities that are still negotiating a working national identity, forty-seven
years after independence. Religiously, the country has three main heritages,
notably the African Traditional Religions (ATR), Islam and Christianity, with the
ATR as the foundational religious culture of the majority. Upon confrontation
with the missionary Islam and Christianity, the ATR has been reduced to a
minority force. down but certainly not out. The unique experience of Nigeria's
religious space is that as many Muslims and Christians live together and express
their beliefs within one national frontier. Moreover, this huge population is
coincided in its religious and ethnic distributions, such that it often yields to
some misleading broad estimation of "Muslim North and Christian South". But
the truth is that there is a demographic mix, so that Christians and Muslims live
side by side each other and interact in most areas of national and communal life
(see Onaiyekan, 2001, 280).
Nigeria

is Africa's most

in the world, with about 140 million
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applied in a positive way. For example, a political
interpretation of Islam becomes laudable when it promotes decent
political participation by Muslims. It poses a danger when Muslim
faith is politicised, and thus used to legitimise personal political
agenda or violence. 'The nature of political Islam in Nigeria fits into
this second category. This image has made Islam appear to many as
a religious counterfiet that leaves very little room for mutual
can

be

acceptance and respect.
From

an

unbiased

Islam

continue to

point of view, it seems clear that if we
solely by the contemporary political and

judge
images, then there will be little or no room to welcome
Islamic ideals, or appreciate the efforts of some Muslims actively
engaged in working for a more tolerant Islam. One such voice of
ideal vision of Islam is the distinguished Indian Muslim thinker,
Maulana Wahiduddin Khan. His fervour for interreligious dialogue
and peace is impressive. It is this passion that has propelled him to
develop a spiritual interpretations of Islam and formulate more
positive patterns of relations in societies where Muslims live
alongside other believers.
Wahiduddin Khan's vision is to persuade the Muslim community to
"re-apply" its faith, in its global and local experience, to come to
terms with modern times. His mission is to resolve a legitimate
Muslim faith-commitment established on true Islamic identity and
authentic loyalty to one's country. This is the core of his project of
militant

rediscovered Islam. This task becomes crucial to him, because, as he
sees it, Islam is a witness to spiritual and moral challenges of peace
and goodness, including non-violent invitation (da 'wa) to this truth; it
"closed" culture, -or a political resource. With the Indian
Subcontinent as his primary focus, Wahiduddin Khan showed that his

is not

a

experience of the rendering of the essence of Islam as
by some of his contemporary Muslim leaders over
major

concern

to new

a

political quest

the years, is a
his
Islam.
His
other
motivation
of
rediscovered
is his

modernist vision that for Islam to be
the status of

a

living faith-experience,
challenges.

situations and

meaningful,

it needs to take

and be able to

provide

on

answers
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Nigeria and Wahiduddin Khan's interpretation of
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Nigeria

explain

what I

Nigeria
by "political

mean

Islam" in the context

Nigeria.
strategic African country, political Islam does
not work to educate Muslims politically in order to contribute their
of

In this

religious ideals in politics. On the contrary, the Muslim political
class exploit Islam for their personal political interests. Thus, our
reference to political Islam in Nigeria means the treatment of Islam
as essentially political, including the struggle to realise personal
political concerns by some Muslims through religiously motivated
violence. And it is in this ideological abuse of Islam that I think
that Muslim leaders in the northern part of the country

living

are

not

expectations.
political definition of Islam mostly constitutes a
low point in the experience of Islam in Nigeria, particularly in the
northern states. Islam, as practiced in the South West of the country
among the Y oruba people is an exception to this. Here, Islam found
a harmonious blend with elements of Yoruba traditional religions,
suitable for the Yoruba multi-religious character. This brand of
Islam distinguishes itself from other spheres of life, including
culture and politics. And it is in this vision of separation of religion
from secondary spheres that Islam in Yoruba land has found
interreligious peace, although it has also remained the key factor
that can account for the popular bias of the northern Muslims
against them. Nevertheless, the Yoruba Muslims are better served
because they have realised many harmonious indices. The most
readily visible of these indices of harmony is the equal and
harmonised loyalty to family identity and to more than three
religious identities existing in many Yoruba nuclear families.
to

This sort of
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It is

different

a

culture, politics
many

northern

and

case

society

Muslim

in

northern

Nigeria where religion,
practice of Islam. Por

intersect in the

elites, Islam

serves

access

sanction

their

resources.

Their

to

to, and control of, power and
struggle
quest to realise personal and class interests is
for

being officially
encouraged
community
permitted
sees religion as a useful tool to strengthen their homogeneity. It is
apparently self-contradictory for the northern Muslim hegemonic
schemes to accommodate extremism and mediocrity for political
and economic edge. Yet, when we look at the way northern
because the northern Muslim

and

Muslims seek to entrench their
it

becomes

clear

that,

most

brand of Islam in the country,
times, the Muslim ideals are

own

and thus, the basic Islamic character is under threat.

compromised,
danger here is that this trend can make Islam appear as a
cultural or political phenomenon, and not a religion. But, Islam is a
major world religion that deserves to be treated with respect.
The ideology of political Islam and its manifestations have
played and are currently playing substantial role in the much
discussed Christian-Muslim conflicts in Nigeria. In the remaining
part of this subsection, few of its key expressions are identified and
explained.
The first is ethno-religious politics. This is, probably, the
strongest underlying issue in Christian-Muslim misunderstandings
and rifts. Ethno-religious politics was introduced after the
establishment of the Sokoto Caliphate, due to the success of the
The

1804 Jihad of Uthman Dan Podio. The centralised rule under the

caliphate powered the spread of Islam by conquest and
indigenous states and kingdoms, and the imposition
of Islam and application of Shari'a law to all the conquered
territories. The Jihadists' revivalist ideas influenced political Islam
in Nigeria, and have continued to shape the northern elite's attitude
to Islam and society. The British colonialists, who advocated for
the Muslim political and legal systems as far as they did not rob the
imperial power of its political authority, did not help the situation.
Since political Islam has been so firmly entrenched, it was not
Sokoto

overthrow of
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di Ificult for

post-Independent northern Muslim powerbrokers to use
religious symbol to seek for political benefits. Thus, the promotion
of the idea of Islam as a political resource has remained crucial to
Islamic affirmation in Nigeria, since it is thought that power was
needed in order to sustain exertion of influence

making body in the country.
Within this context, when

on

the decision

look at the

political equation in
the past forty-seven years of Nigeria's independence, we will find
that Muslims' quest to wrest the highest level of governance
corresponds to their definition of Islam in political terms. For
example, according to Francis Ogunmodede, Muslims have
occupied the top job for thirty-six years, while Christians have
filled it for only eleven years; military dictators held power for
about twenty-nine years
Christians, among them, ruled for three
and half years and Muslims, for over twenty-five years."
In short, both the military and civil regimes have appeared to
be serving mainly the same purpose of northern Muslim political
dominance and advancement of interest of Islam in Nigeria. When
Alhaji Shehu Shagari became the civilian president (1979-1983),
he ran a pervasive Islamic character government, including the
establishment of the presidential advisory board on Islamic affairs."
This step was considered disturbing because such privilege was not
offered to other religious groups. When power went from civilians
to military dictators for the next fifteen years (1984-1999), both
Generals
Ibrahim
Babangida and Sani Abacha endorsed
controversial policies that served Islamic interests and complicated
relations between Christians and Muslims." Similarly, Muhammadu
we

-

4

See Francis

Ogunmodede,

"Between

Obasanjo

and Buhari:

Religion

and the

2003 Presidential Elections," All that they. had to live 011, eds. Anthony A.
Akinwale & Francis I. Ogunmodede (Ibadan: Stirting-Horden, 2004) 18-35.
5

Joseph Kenny,

West

Africa and

Islam:

History, Beliefs,

Practices & Christian

Attitudes (lbadan: AECAWA Publications, 2004) 111-112; 164-191.
(,
For example, in early 1986, Babangida's government secretly

regularised
Nigeria's membership of the Organisation of Islamic Conference (Ole) to the
embarrassment of its Christian citizens. For detail of the politics of ole
membership of Nige-ria, see John Hunwick, "Sub-Saharan Africa and the Wider
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Buhari, who challenged President Olusegun Obasanjo for the top
job in the 2003 Presidential Election inflamed the sharp divisions,
by urging that "Muslims must not vote for non-Muslims", for a
Muslim

cannot

be

under

a

Christian

ruler.'

Despite

their

domination of power, the northern Muslim political/military class
have failed to improve the lives of the ordinary people; they have

only

enriched themselves. Not

radical

surprisingly,

Muslims, which have continued

the actions of the
threaten

Nigeria's
anti-Christianity.
corporate identity,
just expressions
They arc partly a critique of the materialism of the current religious
and political leadership of the (Muslim) North, for being corrupt,
and for not upholding the ethical ideals of Islam.
The second face of political Islam in Nigeria is the current
enforcement of Shari'a penal codes by 12 northern states-one
third of Nigerian States-not by fundamentalist sects or the
Muslim Ulama, but by serving State governors. Shari'a=eii Arabic
word meaning "the right path"-are traditional Islamic laws that
places a Muslim on the road to God's will, which derive from the
Qur'an and Sunna. Because Muslims believe it is God's law, not
human law, they recognise no other valid law than the Sharta.8 As
are

to

of

not

noted earlier, Shari'a took care of the civil and criminal matters for
Muslims during the pre-colonial period. In the postcolonial

pluralistic society

of

Nigeria,

civil cases, while the secular

World of Islam: Historical and

the Shari'a controlled the Muslim

penal

code

apply

in other aspects.

Contemporary Perspectives," Journal of Religion
AJi"ica 26 (1996) 230-257. On the other hand, General Abacha carried forward
the campaign of Islamic affirmation, but, at the same time, deepened the intra
Muslim divisions maintained within the Muslim oligarchy.
"'
See Shola Oshunkeye, "Buhari and the Abachas' N500 Million Deal," Tell
Newsmagazine, (3 February 2003, 36. If Buhari is not quoted out of context, this
will be yet another dangerous shift in the way religious symbols are made to
endorse class or people's self-interests.
x
Sec .T. Kenny, West Africa and Islam: History, Beliefs, Practices & Christian
/vttitudes, p. 53. For more information, see Celestine Okonkwo, "The Question of
Religion and Politics in the Christian-Muslim Contlicts in Northern Nigeria
200n 2004," lslantochristiana 32 (2006) 173-194.
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Although, evidently they were dissatisfied with this arrangement,
Nigerian Muslims have coped with the prevailing judicial system,
and have presumably lived their faith well. Since 1978, northern
Muslims have twice unsuccessfully sponsored a revival of Shari'a
criminal law in the federal constitution (the others, were in 1989
and

1999), until the 2000 Ahmed Sani Yerima Shari'a revolution.

Most

and Human

Nigerians

Shari'a criminal codes

by

Right groups saw the
12 northern states as a

adoption of
political act,

which the

sitting State governors undertook to connect to the
impoverished Muslim grass root." Indeed, it can be said that the
religious politics is intertwined with the politics
Archbishop Onaiyekan puts this point succinctly in the

northern Muslim
of Sharia,

wake of the latest Sharia crisis

(1999-2002): "[t]he Sharia is

a

religion."!"
perfect example
political agenda parading
sad thing about this is that, although the 'Sharia agitation
II
religious reasoning, it is chiefly motivated for political ends.

One

introduced in

legal

of

The

Shari'a

as

a

law

these

states

include

has

criminal laws from most serious crimes

(Hudud) to
prescriptions
Three
retaliation
of
Zamfara
(Gisas). Chapter
demanding
penal code outlines seventeen punishments to which offenders are
liable, ranging from death (qatl) through amputation (qat') to
warning.i'' Many stakeholders in the Nigerian project condemned
the Shari'a States for contravening the constitutional provision
on

crimes

9

Question of Religion and Politics in the Christian-Muslim
Nigeria 2000-2004," 176-177.
10
John Onaiyekan, "Muslims and Christians in Nigeria: The Imperatives of
Dialogue," Sedos 33 (2001) 279-283.
II
Muslims see the Sharia Law as God's will. Hence, they recognise no other
C. Okonkwo, wThe

Conflicts in Northern

valid law than the Sharia, because of its divine source; it is not human law. Since
its medieval edition, it has provided the normative prescriptions that govern
Islamic
17.

society, covering

all aspects of Muslim life.

Nigeria: Shari'ah Penal Code Law,"
http:www.zamfaraonline.com/sharia/chapter03.html(access

Zamfara Online, "Zarnfara State of

(January 2000).
I ().()3.2007).
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against erecting a State religion.':' Others argued that by upholding
capital punishment by stoning and amputations, Shari'a
contradicted constitutional provision against human right abuses
and introduced discriminatory punishments. As the Constitution
states, "every individual is entitled to the dignity of his person and
therefore no person shall be subjected to torture or inhuman or
14
degrading treatment." But the northern political leaders refused to
see the introduction of Shari'a as
adopting an alternative judicial
in
that
their
action was in line with the
system
Nigeria, insisting
constitution. 'The showdown, thus, exposed the ambiguity in the
constitution.
'The

question

remains: Does the introduction of Shari'a in

cognisance of the Nigeria's ethnic and
religious diversity? Ogechi E. Anyanwu justifies the introduction
of Sharia penal codes on the ground that it fits well with the
Muslims' longing to "pull together" their "collective conscience"IS
something which he argues is in line with Nigeria's plurality.
However, what this argument does not resolve clearly is the
conflicting implications of dual legal systems for national unity and
the fact that every Nigerian state is constituted of mixed identities,
some

northern states take

any Muslim enclave. It is either these
turned into Muslim enclaves for the Shari'a to succeed or

such that there is
states are
we are

hardly

faced with the

Muslim

inescapable reality

in which Christian

or non

every Shari'a state is unfairly subjected to
in the passion to bring social cohesion.

minority in
discriminatory laws

However, it is clear that the political officers who exploited the
constitutional

13

lapses

to

Constitution of the Federal

enforce the traditional Islamic law

Republic

Government of the Federation

or

of

Nigeria,

on

a

ch. I, section 10, 1999. "The

of any State shall not

adopt

any

religion

as

State Religion."
1·1

Const. of the Federal

Republic

also section 42 (la), 1999.
I)
Ogcchi E. Anyanwu,
.I list i Iications and

and

Religion

21

of

Crime

Challenges

Nigeria, ch. IV,

and

Justice

in

section 34 (1), 1999. See

Postcolonial

Nigeria: The
of Law

of Islamic Law of Shari' ah," The Journal

(2005-06) 315-347.
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have been

may

of

and

fundamentalism

contexts

Nigeria

or

driven

by

revolution.

is

militancy.

have

Extreme

continued

to

be

intractable part of the national malaise. Nearly every Christian
Muslim disagreement and intra-Muslim mistrust is magnified to the

point

of

religious conflict,

while

sympathy with any incident that
planned violent attacks on

affects the Muslim world leads to

Christians, with lives and property lost. There have been riots,
clashes and violence

as

a

result of Christian

opposition

to

Sharia

(1980, 2000), over the closeness of a church to a mosque in Kano
(1982), and because of Christians' rejection of Nigeria's
membership of OIC, in Ibadan (1986). Communal rifts over access
to resources-land, job and power, inter-Muslim feuds, Miss
World Beauty Contest (2002), the cartoon satirising the Prophet
Muhammad and the US
more

incidents

religion.
from

have

There is

ever

no

But I

am

Afghanistan-all

disturbances

under

the

these and
cover

of·

Nigeria proves that it is
why almost every incident

situation in

concerned with

byfundamentalist groups to be
fatwa, must stir Muslim youths

considered
without

stirred

of

intention here to exonerate Christian groups
any of these violent clashes, because a critical

provoking
of the religious

assessment

possible.

bombing

offensive to Islam,

even

into ferociousness and

destructi on.

Turning to the northern Nigerian Muslim community, we see
also that defining Islam in terms of politics has continued to stir the
growth of radical fundamentalist groups that direct threats not only
to the Christians, but inflame Muslim in-fighting. There have been
deplorable scenes of Maitatsine Muslims turning on other Muslims
in 1980, declaring them "unbelievers", and clashes between the
Izala movement and Sufis-the Qadiriyya and Tijaniyya orders.
This extreme internal strife within Islam, the carnage inflicted by
Muslims on Muslims, point to the frustration of the militant
Muslim youths at the Muslim establishment. The internal rifts have
become a national problem, and could become more threatening,
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since fundamentalist influences continue to infiltrate thefold from

Saudi

Arabia, Egypt.

militant Islam', in
common

In

tu

Iran,

cannot be

opinion,

y

and

Libya

Sudan.!" Promotion
serving true Islam or

of
the

good.
to

"order

work towards a' sustainable' peace and

building in Nigeria,

Muslims need

a new

riatio�

vision. Hence, we win

like to present Wahiduddin Khan's central ideas concerning the
Muslim faith for possible contributions to a de-emphasis of

Political Islam and
interreligious dialogue.

for

constructive

through

engagement

'l'he Islamic Visions of Maulana Wahiduddin Khan

Islam's authentic cultural relations with other

(religious) cultures
Muslims sincerely committing themselves to
may depend
reconnecting to the true essence-of their religion, in eradicating the
pervasi ve misuse of religious cultures and symbols in politics,
on

which

has

left

Muslim

the

faith

at

crossroads'.' It

is

about

spirit of Islam, with accent in reconstructing
for faith-commitment, from. the Islamic" sources,

the true

rediscovering
new meanings
relevant 'to Nigeria's
an

diverse context.' Obviously, this would not be

easy task, but Wahiduddin Khan offers auseful

inspiration.

I

The

man

and his works

following his reception of an international award for
outstanding" work for peace from" the Demiurgus Peace
Intematronal.l" Maulana Wahiduddin Khan has continued to attract
Since 2002,

'16

Tile Saudi

W�hhabi p�t1tanidal ideas,

the
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MuslimBrothers of

Egypt, Iranian revblurionary 'ideas, militant ideas from Libya- 'Mld Sudah�+�an
these clements have been implantedi-in 'greater 011 .lesser "degree,. into fNigeriltn
Muslim community, Ultirnately.. those' \V}1Q SPOPSQt) V�1,"\�nt� cqmpeting Islamic
cLJIrren�s from outside would net;d anotM{ arg��rnt to W91'ffi th,\a� they are net
1

.

fT1�tivatcd bx. p1at�ers, �f\P',oHti�al exp�dien�y, �ut ,&enu�?� \��n�jou�l reason�. /'
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"Demiur�uls,' }leac,e tnternatio�al:
NuClear, Disarrriarnent ,ForUlll AG"
Mimla:nal
'Wahiduddin"
'r�hari�,�r � ,} iavaitabfe ')r1, ¥rorH
�ww:dpi'-.

F7

'

JJi.

....

zug.orglwitnlerS/khnn.J:w..Inffir1terhet�(aocessed ,29J\(b:Pdt1

2�) rVther. winnersof

the Year 2002 Award. include, Vladrnir V. Putin, Patriarch

Alexy

II of Moscow.
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1925 at Badharia, near
in the former eastern United Provinces, now the north
born in

was

Indian state of Uttar Pradesh. Wahiduddin Khan received Islamic

graduated in 1944.18 However, on
realising the limitations of his acquired traditional vision of Islam
in the face of modern challenges of living the Muslim faith in the
immense diversity of India," he began to work to render anew
Islamic thought and culture.
This task was not made easy by the complex experience of
Islamic identity in India. A community once at the centre of
centuries of Indo-Muslim dynasty was forced to decline by the
challenge of British colonial invasion. This very incident could be
said to have marked the heginning of the series of animosity and
mistrusts that have characterised the relationship between Muslims
education

traditional

and

and Hindus, which had recorded intense violence. Within this
search for survival of Islamic identity,

context of loss of power and
some

Muslim

"isolationist"

leaders in the Indian

political

crisis. One of such

was

fundamentalism and
[slam is

and

one

identity has
domination.2o

religious

Subregion

visions

as

have

proposed

the solution to the

Abu I-A'la Mawdudi, the father of Muslim

political

Islam. He

espoused

the notion that

with Muslim rule, and insisted that if the Muslim
to survive, Muslims must struggle for political

Desmond Tutu, Princess Elizabeth of

Yugoslavia,

Michael

and Ted

Windy,

Turner.
18

See Irfan I. Omar, "Islam and the Other: The Ideal Vision of Maulana

Wahiduddin Khan," Journal of Ecumenical Studies 34 (1999) 423-4�R.
19
See Christian W. Troll, "A Significant Voice of Contcmj» q .11
Encounter 254

thinker.

(1999)

2-21. Troll

gives

some

background

Be shows that within the context of Indian

has

status of

about

detail"

,

diversity,

I

\

Islam,"

1111" Muslim

the Muslim

million adherents. that is, 1 Yi1 of

community
minority
the total population of India. This community live alongside the mi nority
Christian and majority Hindu communities, and has been at the centre of hostility
a

with l lindus,
'II

( rm.u.

"Islam and the Other," 428-429.

one
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Wahiduddin Khan

sees

differently. l Ie
Muslim community

the survival of Islam

proposes that the future of Islam and his
depends on sharing in the global invitation to reconcile Muslim

times." They have to accept the fact that the
glorious global system which defined Islam is no more, and,
hence, contribute to building up shared national life. Thus, the
subjects of ijtihad (re-application) of Islam, peace, "religious
pluralism" and interreligious dialogue feature prominently in his
writings.
faith with modem

once

In 1955, he wrote his first

work, "On the Threshold of

Era," in Urdu: Naye Ahd Ke Darwa:e. This
Madhhab

Jadid

was

New

followed

by

in 1964 and its translations in

calanj, published
Arabic, Al-Isliim yatahaddi (1970), and
Modern Challenges (1985). 'The Arabic
aur

a

in

English,

Islam and

version became

a

seller in the Arab world, and has been included in the

best

study

programme of universities in not less than six Arab countries.v' His
other publications include a two-volume Urdu commentary on the

Qur'an, Tadhkir al-Qur'iin (1985); Fikr-i lslami: afkiir-i isliimi ki
tashrili 0 taudili (1996); Islam Rediscovered: Discovering Islam
from its Original Sources (2001); and The Ideology of Peace:
Towards a Culture of Peace (2003). In September 1976, he
established the Islamic (Research) Centre in New Delhi, India, and
launched the Urdu monthly journal, Al-Risala, with its
soon

English and
respecti vel y.
7.1

Hindi

versions

published

since

1984

and

1990

"modernity" or "modern times" in terms of
understanding, referring to the universal human
as human rights, individual freedom, democracy,
equality and non-discrimination on the basis of sex, religion, culture and race.
Obviously, the word "modernity" and these understandings of it have remained
problematic to Muslim sensitivities. However, he does not subscribe to the
suspicion, with which most Muslims look upon these ideas; he simply shows his
belief in them, and invites Muslims to come to terms with their reality.
n.
C1'. C.W. Troll, '"A Significant Voice of Contemporary Islam," 4; Yoginder
Sikand, "Peace, Dialogue and Da twa: An Analysis of the Writings of Maulana
Wahiduddin Khan," Islam and Christian-Muslim Relations 14 (2003) 33-49.
Wahiduddin

uses

the concept of

their contemporary Western
values and principles, such
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"Next, we will like to highlight the principles
approach to the Qur'an and Haditli or the Traditions
The discussion focuses

thought
His

The

and

spiritualist interpretations

Approach
Qur'an

Khan's

Wahiduddin's views of

on

to

Islamic

guide his
Prophet.
independent

that

of the

in Islam.

sources

and Hadith constitute the basic

interpretation of Islam.
interpretations (tafsir)

medieval

source

for Wahiduddin

sparingly makes reference to
figh, for he believes they are

He

and

free from human and historical limitations. He argues that, the
Quran and Hadith represent the divine truth, whose meanings can
not

be rediscovered for each time and context. His chief instrument for

achieving this task is the practice
independent judgment.r' He gave
concerning his approach:
[The] purpose

of
the

ijtihad ("updating"), or
following explanation

is to present Islam as it is, drawing on its
rather than judging it by the later day

original
interpretations and commentaries or the practice of present
day Muslims in different parts of the world. A distinction is
Islam as presented by the Prophet
made between
Muhammad and his companions (information about which
sources

is available to

us

in the

Qur' an and the sunnah) and Islam

later Muslim

represented by
and practice. This
In

short, the

term

is what

we

generations-both

call the scientific

which is not

"ijtihad,'

in

new

to

as

theory

approach.i"

Islamic

thought,

is

by Wahiduddin Khan to mean "re-application" of Islam in our
day. According to this explanation, the ideal Islam, for the past,
used

7.3

The theme of

"ijtihad"

has been well treated

See Wahiduddin Khan, Islam Rediscovered:
Sources

(New Delhi: Goodword

,

by

this author in his

publications.
its Original

Discovering Islam/rom

2001) 181-188.

A useful

analysis of

this work

is found in C.W. Troll, "A Significant Voice of Contemporary Islam," 2-21.
7.4
W. Khan, preface to Islam Rediscovered: Discovering Islam/rom its Original
Sources

(New Delhi: Goodword ,2001) 7.
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present and future, is the time of the Prophet, of his companions
the time of the Qur'an and
generation of Muslims
Hadith. To this period of model Islam, is retained the canon for
what is essential to Islam and what is secondary. But this ideal
vision of Islam has been somewhat distorted by centuries of
interpretations and legal systematisations developed by the
and the first

traditional

-

'ulama under Islamic establishments. To make Islam

Muslims the task of

and situations, Wahiduddin assigns
liberating their religion from fixed theological

and

that

meaningful

for

new

legal meanings

times

are

stamped

with their

varying

contexts.

Thus, the task of discerning the ideal vision of Islam today
accent is in the

and not the letter of the law

spirit
carried out through independent religious reasoning.
the original faith and practice is interpreted anew,

can

-

-

whose

only

be

In this context,

in the

light

of

modem times.

Accordingly, he challenged the common Muslim traditional
standpoint that the door of ijtihiid was closed from the perspectives
of Islamic history and deeper reflection on God's purpose for
religion." The fact that Muslim scholars of all ages have practiced
independent reasoning proves that "this door" was never
completely shut. lIe further faulted this idea by insisting that God
has destined Islam to have a dynamic, living status, in order to
provide answers to new questions. In the light of these two reasons,
he

avers:

closing of the door of ijtihiid is not
possible,
legal (shar'l[a]) nor on rational (aqlf)
grounds. As the work of legal effort was operative during
the first three centuries, in the same way it is fully operative
today. Its door was neither ever closed nor is it possible that

The truth is that the

neither

on

person could ever close it in the future. As river flows for
to the Day
ever, so the work of legal effort will continue
a

-

7.5

Troll, "A Significant Voice of Contemporary Islam," 6-7.
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of Resurrection when there will be

need for words

.

ijtihiid should, therefore, be at the centre of
contemporary Islamic thinking. What, then, is the scope of ijtihiid'l
Wahiduddin Khan explains that two forms of ijtihad are open to
Muslims: ijtiluul of particular matters (by nature, limited), by a
proper exercise of discretion in the area of shari'a (Islamic Law);
and ijtihiid of general subjects (being in themselves, absolute),
applicable to the wider field of Islamic traditionr" It means that the
which
is
human
shari'a,
interpretation on the divine
commandments in the Qur' an, codified in time and context, cannot
be perfect and valid for all times, and therefore, needs re
application. The same applies to formulations of medieval figh. It is
at this level that what is central and what is secondary to Islamic

The

task

no more

26

.
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of

message is resolved, for the fundamental values of Islam
28
changeless, but their historical formulations are not.

are

.

This

procedure

reconnects to

Islam

as a

spiritual scheme,

and

here lies the link between the process of ijtihiid and spiritual
interpretations of Islamic sources. According to Wahiduddin Khan,

goal of
sought for

the

Islam is
in the

Islam" is the true

1.6

Cited in Troll, "A

spiritual;

spirit

it is the Truth, and this is what is
HadIth.29 In short, the "spiritual

and

Qur' an

of Islam, and when

Significant

Voice of

appropriated,

Contemporary Islam,"

radiates

Encounter 254

(1999): 7.
l./

dealing with particular matters like the Shari'a legal norms, the practice of
ijtihiid seeks to connect to the spirit of the Islamic legal prescription, and not
necessarily the letters of the injunction. The practice of ijtihiid of wider Islamic
vision opens to higher religious values and benefits over and against other
advantages. Cf. Troll. 1999: 7-8
.1S
See W. Khan, Islam and Modern Challenges (New Delhi: Goodword, 1997)
In

.

51.
,�!)

See W. Khan, The

Principles of Islam (New

Delhi: Goodword,

1998)

38.
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the ethical dimension of Muslim

spiritual
updating

faith.3o

must be

engaged

as

an

develop these
practice of ijtihiid, or

To better

and ethical motivations of Islam, the

integral part

of Islamic mission

(da'wah).

According to these explanations,
contextually reinterpretative. While
principles of Islam, he insists that

that his

we see

seeks

he
the

to

Qur'an

approach
defend

be

read

is

the
and

considered in their historical context, in order that Islam be

living experience. Now,

a

to his articulation of

we

explain

this

applies

this

Islam.

Islam is submission to God, not
In

how he

kept as
approach

a

Wahidduddin

context,
Mawdudi's mistaken

political
Khan

scheme

observes

three

levels

of

presentation of Islam: (i) the essence of Islam
secondary; (ii) this misidentification is
justified with existing theological arguments; and (iii) new
I
religious values and duties are superimposed as normative? This
results in the understanding of Islam as a political struggle for the
establishment of theocratic state(s). Al-Mawdudis main position is
that Islam is synonymous with political power, and is incomplete
when political authority is lacking.v' Hence, he insists that the
primary task of the Muslim people is to establish Islamic rule in
every society they live. As Sikand rightly indicates, by inserting
political activism at the centre ofIslamic mission, Mawdudi and his
lama 'at presented Islam as a political religion.F
On the contrary, considering Islam to be fundamentally
spiritual, Wahiduddin Khan sees it as a relationship between the
was

30

identified with what is

Cf. Khan, Islam and Peace (New Delhi: Goodword, 1999) 48-49. This
Muslims' understanding of their relationship with other religious

includes

traditions
31

(transforming

characters in social

relations).

Cf. I.I. Omar, "Islam and the Other," 432.

37.

See

Sayyid

Abu'l "Ala Mawdudi, Witness

to

Mankind: The

the Muslim Ummah, ed. and trans. Khurram Murad
Foundation, 1998) 32-33.

oj
33

See Y.

Sikand, "Peace, Dialogue and Da 'wa," 34.

Purpose and Duty
(Leicester: The Islamic
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peaceful and humble
point of view, this mystical
divine
ethical
orders (prescribing what is
communicates
experience
good and forbidding what is evil) that bring the mu'min (true
believer) to spiritual development and peace, and equally demands
firm "witness" (shahiidah) of this divine decree to others.35
Creator,

submission to

God.34

According

this

to

a

summon

to

From the Muslim

the

explanation,

quranic

term

"islam"

(3: 19)

expresses the individual's self-surrender to God's will as the
essence of al-din (the original religion). It is this fundamental and
.

meaning of Islam that may necessitate other dimensions,
sociopolitical needs. The truth is that this purely mystical
and spritual character of Islam prevails, irrespective of whether
Islam dominates the society politically or not.
In the light of these explanations, Wahiduddin rejects political
Islam as a deviation from the true meaning and purpose of Islam.
lIe views it and its militant means as selfish agenda being
promoted in the name of Islam, and maintains that they are
"forbidden" (haram) in Islam.36 He stresses that politics is only a
universal

such

as

"relative,"
this

and not

qur'anic

an

ideal

definition of their

"absolute" element of Islam, and reckons that
been simply obstructed by Muslims'

has

religion by

the

image

of centuries of Muslim

conquests and domination. Nevertheless, according to this author,
at the core of Muslims' faith are the interrelated values of

submission, worship, invitation and ethic. This ideal vision of Islam

religions, pluralism, democratic
ideals tshiira'; niziim), the principle of separating religion from
politics, and interfaith dialogue.
willingly

34
3)

embraces freedom of

See W. Khan, The

and heart, not
to

Principles of Islam, 42.
emphasis is that Islam's primary target is the individual mind
an ideal society, which is only realisable hereafter; its main goal is

Therefore the
cultivate

an

"ideal individual," not

reformed individuals that
.

\(1

can

only

an

ideal state. He is convinced that it is the

transform the state

Cf. W. Khan, Islam Rediscovered, 63.

or

society

.
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Islamic da 'wa

be

peaceful,

(da 'wa)
Muslims, for they

Preaching
task for

must

Islam

not

compelled
central

to

non-Muslims is, therefore,

a

are

called to surrender to God's

authority
by this

and decrees and to convert others to it. The

raised

question
day includes what constitutes the proper method to
pursue the missionary goals of Islam?
This question assumes particular concern in the Indian plural
of Wahiduddin Khan, where the minority Muslim
context
community have had a long legacy of distrusted missionary
strategy -the "isolationist" Islamist agenda and violent political
struggles. Here, a specific observation can be made. In the Nigerian
context which has experienced Muslim aggression towards non
Muslims, the need to deal with the question of adequate method for
missionary effort becomes more urgent. The truth is that to
reconcile their missionary duty with Indian or Nigerian situation,
Muslims have to honestly confront the important questions of
intercultural and interreligious relations, religious pluralism and the
demand in

our

secular state.

Wahiduddin Khan

Mawdudi,

repudiates attempts by Islamists,
Islamic

mission

such

as

(da 'wa)
political
propelled with jihad ideology. According to
him, Islam is a religion of peace, and the call to Islam is to invite
people to "the path of peace'r" Thus, he argues that da 'wa is in
to

mission that

construe

can

as

a

be

itself divine, for that is the reason the Qur'an describes it as "nusrat
of God" to express the missionary effort as helping the Almighty

by method of persuasion."
In this context, Muslim mission must not compromise this peaceful
character of da 'wa. It has no place for aggression towards others. It
is rather a religious duty of good will to all humankind. It is for this
that Wahiduddin endorses the virtue of patience as the positive
missionary disposition inspired by early Muslim inviters ida'is),
who declared: "We will exercise patience regardless of the harm
(3:52), which basically

.

vt

.lX

Id

..

Is/am and Peace, 170

means to

.

Khan. Is/mil Rediscovered, 187.

invite
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faith is still the legitimate option.
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Today,

this

peaceful spread

of

Being a traditional scholar, Wahiduddin Khan cites the Quran
to justify his approach of peaceful da 'wa: "So remind. 'Thou art
only one to remind (mudhakkir). Thou art not a warder (musaytir)
over them [that is: the non-believers]." (Q. 88:2lf.) Commenting
on

thi s passage, he argues,
Muslims

are

not

asked to-nor is the

objective

of islamic

(mishan)--to impose the Islamic system upon non
Muslims. Rather, we [Muslims] are asked to communicate
the Message in the context of peace. The responsibility of
the Muslim da'i (inviter, missioner) is to communicate the
Message. After that, it is the responsibility of the one
'invited' tmad'uv to accept or to reject it.40
mission

short, the peaceful propagation of one's faith, which the Quran
enjoins, is also explained, by Wahiduddin, as the pragmatic means
to engaging in contemporary mission. There are no more isolated
Islamic states as such; the Muslims live alongside peoples of other
In

faiths in

largely

democratic and secular

settings."

The fact that the

Indian Muslims must reconcile their

missionary strategy with the
religious pluralism, as well as with the
challenges
secular and democratic systems, makes peaceful da 'wa the only
practical option. In the rnultireligious and secular contexts of India,
the missionary zeal to win hearts to Islam must see the method of
of cultural and

39

Ihid. 187.

·w

Maulana WahTduddTn Khan, Fikr-i lsliimi: afkiir-i isliuni ki tashrili 0 taudih
(New Delhi: Al-Risala Books, 1996) 141, as cited in Christian W. Troll, "A
Significant Voice of Contemporary Islam," 15. Wahiduddin, in several places in
his works denounce the use of confrontation by Muslims, for it is central to the
negative image of Islam and Muslims in the world. Here, he argues specifically
that such violent Islam is un-Islamic.
�l

Indeed. except in the overwhelmingly Muslim state of Pakistan, and perhaps,
no national frontier in the world today is not affected by multi

Saudi Arabia,

religious challenges

of existence.
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inescapable reality. As Wahiduddin sees it, this
meaning of Islamic activism. According to this view,
the term jihad is employed in the Qur'an to urge Muslims to be
witnesses of good deeds, not violence. (Q. 25:52) 'Thus, according
to this qur' anic teaching, the true activist or jihadist is one who
da 'wa

peaceful

as

is the correct

engages in intense "course of action" towards intellectual and
spiritual maturity, and sublime disposition towards others. It is not

the

who

one

for Islamic

struggles

constituted governments,
in the name of Islam.42

Taking

of all

or

revolts

against

far, Wahiduddin
twofold criterion for the renewal of Islam, notably

account

Khan proposes a
going back to the

we

have

to

sources

the Islamic faith

bringing

state(s)

support other levels of confrontations

or

presented

so

get its understanding right and

up-to-date, especially through dialogue
people of other faiths.43 Let us now

with modem contexts and

what this second dimension involves.

explain

Commitment to

religious

interreligious Dialogue

In this consideration, when

we scan

that he

through Wahiduddin' s works,
dialogue and peace. He firmly
actively engage in working for

emphasises interfaith
community to
persuades
a more inclusive and peaceful world,
we see

and Peace to eradicate

Conflict

the Muslim

in contrast to other Muslim

voices that favour "isolationism". Hence, he shows

that, among
others, the basic principle by which Muslims will discover new
ways of

42

,D

being

Umma in

our

day (whether they

live

as a

majority

or

See Khan, Islam Rediscovered, 80.

Catholicism, these

viewpoints had featured in Vatican II in the
and aggiornamento, and this has continued
proposal
be identified with theological approaches, after 'the Council. The
to
ressourcentent promoters, following Vatican II theologians, such as Danielou,
Von Balthasar, Henri De Lubac, keep urging a return to the sources. Those who
argue for aggiornaniento in the mould of Yves Congar, Rahner, Schillebeeckx
and KUng, persuade a continual renewal and updating. The style of Vatican II
was that of bridging the two approaches. This is not seen in Khan.
In Roman

form of

for

two

ressourcement
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minority in any given society) is better relations with people of
other religious traditions.
According to him, Muhammad has provided a model for
Muslims' attitude to religious difference. The Prophet was said to
have once hosted a form of interreligious dialogue that served
mutual understanding of the religious diversity in Medina. "Four
hundred years ago the Prophet of Islam held in Medina a three
religion conference-in modem terminology, a trialogue-to

exchange views on religious issues,,44 Here, we observe that
apparently, this historic gathering was not intended to mutually
explore the shared grounds where those traditions can meet each
other, but, most probably, to discuss on their different beliefs.45
Yet, the profound significance this and other prophet's example
hold, in Wahiduddin's perspective, is that under their inspiration,
Muslims can develop more positive models of intercultural and
interreligious relations.
Wahiduddin Khan expounds three main reasons for dialogue;
two of these are principles based on the Qur'an, and the third is
concerned with modern imperatives." Firstly, the mission of
interreligious dialogue today fulfils the quranic summon: "Say: 0
People of Book, Let us come to a word common to us and you that
we will worship none but God" (3:64). For Wahiduddin Khan, this
verse proposes to religious traditions to dialogue with one another
on the basis of their shared grounds ("word common to us").
Religions universally share common humanity, promotion of the
values of love, compassion, peace, and concern for the weak
members of our socicty-these are veritable common resources for
dialogue project. He admits that faith-communities usually have
difficulty in reaching agreement on religious mattters, since they
tend to stick to their respective visions. He is, nevertheless,
.�"

Khan, Islam and Peace, Ill.
Therefore, in my judgment, Muhammad has not given a model of response to
religious difference; he has only offered an inspiration which Muslims can
I)

develop
16

in the context of

today.

Khan, Islam and Peace, 111-115.
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convinced that
and

despite

nothing

less than continuous

striving

in the midst of

failures and tensions is needed.

The second

qur'anic principle

comes as a

result of this obvious

communities' strong attachment to their religious visions, and is
found in the following verse: "To you your religion and to me
mine" (109:6). Wahiduddin explains this verse to be the "formula

for

religious harmony",

or

better still, the

"principle

of

religious co

existence".47 Within this context, Muslims are offered the workable
approach to living peacefully with others, and that consists in
understanding and respecting difference.48 As he points out, the
ethical motivations for this attitude is that Islam respects rights of
religious freedom of persons, for Muhammad is claimed to have
enjoined Muslims to respect every human being and "honour one
of 'another creed.,,49 In the light of these explanations, we see that
disagreement or abscnse of common grounds in religious matters
should not lead to conflict. Rather, all believers

are

invited to

affirm the respect and quality of those with whom they disagree.
Thirdly, he suggests that interreligious dialogue is necessitated

by

the

"spirit

of the

age."

day, new forms of social
people closer together, the
different peoples and religions are

In

our

communication have continued to draw

isolation and barriers between

increasingly disappearing.
continuous and vast

He writes that "in the

course

of this

interaction, for the first time in human history,

less Ii ke strangers to one another. A great gap has
l Ic, then, notes that the present efforts at shared

people
been bridged
understanding have huge significance for inter-community
rclationships-v-in other words the "making concessions to one
,,50
This
another has become a need of the people themsel yes.
thinking sounds intelligible to Catholics, to whom Nostra Aetate's
articulation of the nature of human solidarity today is a familiar
terrain (Nostra Aetate, 1). He showed his optimism that the more
seem

"

....

.r!
i�8
,�!)

)0

Ibid., 112.
Sec Khan, Islam: Creator of the Modern Age, 120-122.
Khan, Islam and Peace, 122-123.
Ibid.
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"closed" conditions

are

opened

"informal"

are

transformed into
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and interactions increased, the

friendly

more

encounters.

What Wahiduddin Khan suggests is that mutual discovery of
religions' common values, respect for difference, the right to

freedom of all persons, concession and peace are at the
of modem religious and civil life. Religious intolerance and

religious
core

violent confrontations

religious peoples

not needed in

are

cannot

our

society today,

and

allow them to flourish. For Muslims, this

task remains most urgent. In building bridges with other
they counter Islam's reputation as a religion of violence,

believers,
as

well

as

globalised order. 'This mission
they depart from excluding those outside the
specially
Umma, and be committed to reinterpreting the Quran and Traditon
in the light of contemporary needs of interreligious dialogue and
the

enjoy

benefits

involves

of modem

that

peace.

Nevertheless, Wahiduddin
on

shared

grounds

other, for,

religion."

does not

stresses that

mean

he

that

one

interreligious meeting
religion is as valid as the
all others as the perfect

claims, Islam surpasses
Rather, interfaith relations promotes respect for the

as

valued convictions of other believers. It does not

duty
preach
through friendly
to

Islam, but offers new way of
relations with others.52

suspend Muslims'
inviting to Islam

separating religion from politics
principal attitude that fuels political
Islam, and that is, the coupling of religion and politics into the
mission of Islam. The real reason he promotes separating religion
from politics is found in his conviction that Islamic identity has to

Concerning

the

principle

of

Here, Wahiduddin adresses the

)1
)�.

Khan, Islam Rediscovered, 101-105.

Obviously.

Wahiduddin resorts to "exclusivist" claims here. He

realise that if Islam is the

seems not to

perfect religion, interreligious dialogue becomes a
mere
"condescension". While his thinking stresses the harmony between
Muslims' identity and empathy for those of other believers as present in Islamic
tradition, he leaves little or no room for the possibility of the Muslim being
transformed by the other.
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be

kept

the din,

true to

itself and

distinguished

dynamically alive,

and what is central to

from what is relative. This doctrine does not

prophetic role or influence of religion in
politics. lIe sees the key problem in the Islamists' interpretation of
the traditional vision of Islam as an all-comprehensive way of life,
as fundamentally the duty to establish an Islamic state.53
mean

a

limitation to the

The

problem here,

and

a

striking

contradiction for that matter,

is that since Mawdudi articulated his notion of ideal Islamic

promoters of Islamic

State(s)

comprehensive system

order,

have continued to reduce the "all

of Islam" to

political

rule

(hukumat)

or

to

Sharia. In other words, Islam as a belief system is made to settle
into political images, To insist that political rule or Shari'a defines
the Muslim faith is

community (jama 'a)

more

about

interests and

persona] agenda
justice ('ad!).

than quest for

Wahidduddin Khan refuses to endorse this vision. He shows

political Islam is a misplacement of true Islam,
and can only damage relations with people of other faiths and
cultures, rather than improve it. He explains the pervasive Muslim
view of Islam as an "al1-embracing scheme" to mean that it brings
all facets of life and activity of believers into a coherent unity; not
with the aim of dissolving them into political ascendency, but in
acknowledging its spiritual and ethical summons. Thus, he
highlights the following crucial considerations in the relationship
between Islam and politics: (1) Politics is "only a relative", and not
an "absolute" dimension of Islam; (2) Political
power is entirely
not
a
matter
of
and
the
establishment of
(3)
gracious,
struggle;
Islamic state belongs to the collective will; it is not a duty of the
why

Mawdiidis

i ndi vi dual.

54

With

regard to the first point, the accent is that what is central
to Islam-s-its spiritual dimension-may permit other dimensions,
including politics. Hence, he states as follows:

)3
).,

1.1. Omar, "Islam and the Other," 429.
See Khan, Islam Rediscovered, 147-150.
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relative and not the real part of Islam.
a real and the relative feature is

'This difference between

that what is essential is relevant in all circumstances and at
all times, whereas the relative is

particular
not

sets

required only

in relation to

of circumstances. If such circumstance does

exist, relative features lose their relevance and therefore

their

dcsirability"

According to this explanation, the relationship between the
Qur'an's absolute and relative injunctions can be understood in the
prescription for Hajj, enjoining that "Pilgrimage to the House of
God is a duty to God for all who can make the journey" (3:97). By
putting side by side pilgrimage and capability, it is suggested that
being a Muslim does not necessarily make performing pilgrimage
compulsory; it is binding on only those whose resource and health
permit it.56 l Ie explains the role of this same principle in politics.

politics. That is, if a group of Muslims
find themselves in a position to establish the political
system of Islam by peaceful methods, and without any
violence, then the Shariah will require them to do exactly

The

is true of

same

that. But those who do not find themselves in such

a

position, it is not their. duty to establish an Islamic
political system, nor are they required to set in motion
political initiatives calculated to create opportunities to do
SO.57
..

The second

gi ft
"

'is

56

to an

political power can only be
society according to his own terms; it

reason

Islamic

is that

is not

.

lbid., 147.
This

with

offered by Wahiduddin Khan, to our mind, clearly agrees
and, above all, is in harmony with the spirit of the Qur'anic

interpretation

reason

injunction. This example is given in view of the
Quran. Sec Khan, lslam Rediscovered, 148.

the
)/

God's

Ibid.

relative

injunctive

on

politics

in
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secured

by struggle.

\V ahiduddin

to be found ill the

showed the

24:55 and

grounds
24:41.58 In

for this
the third

Qur'an
places the task of the establishment of an
Islamic State on the community other than the individual, the
emphasis is on the willing acceptance of the people as its origin and
basis. Any imposition of Islamic political order is doomed to fail.
I �urthermorc, Wahiduddin justifies his assessment of Islam and
politics on the basis of the Prophet's example, notably resorting to
practical solution for the sake of the end result. Muhammad
showed by his acts that if the aspiration for Islam to gain upper
hand in any society may not be the best for the Muslim community,
then it will be in line with the spirit of Islam to focus on matters
relating to worship and let go those that are of political nature
(siyiisa). Wahiduddin recalls the-Prophet's example in separating
these two realms on three events during his life: (1) He changed the

thinking

consideration which

direction of prayers towards the Ka 'ba in early 624, thus, making a
distinction between the building and the idols it contained; (2) He

observed his rutual prayer in al-Aqsa Mosque
under the Persians) during his Night journey

(when Jerusalem was
tisra) and Ascension

imi'riij), indicating that worship and political affairs have to be
kept apart from each other; and (3) He and his companions entered
Mecca and performed the rituals of umrah (the minor pilgrimage)
and circumambulation of the Ka'ba, without fear of his Meccan
tormentors.

58
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Sura 24:25 makes it clear that God

gives political authority

to a

Muslim

community
promised those of you who believe and do
good works that he will make them masters in the land .in order to strengthen
for his

cause:

"God had

..

the faith he has chosen for them, and to

change

their state of fear to

a sense

of

"

The gracious character of an Islamic state also appears in Q. 22:41,
security
in the following way: "God is powerful and mighty: he will assuredly help those
....

who.
tax,
59

once

enjoin

made masters in the land, will attend to their prayers and pay the alms
justice and forbid evil." See Khan, 2001: 148-149.

See the details of these three

episodes

in the Sunna of the

Prophets reported

in

Bukhariand cited in Wahiduddin Khan, Islam and Peace, 79-81. Yet, it has to be
noted that the relevance of Wahiduddin's reflection on these Sunna in relation to
the

principle

of

separating religion

from

politics

is

immediately given

in the
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Nigeria

For Wahiduddin, Muhammad's model is relevant to the real

situation of

today's world as Muslims seek to live out Islam as a
unity. While they must believe in Islam as a
comprehcnsi ve way of life, they have got to fashion a harmonious
settlement for co-existence with others in our time. The Prophet's
model means that Islamic faith and the quest for political
coherent

domination

must

not

be

mixed.

This

efforts

because

is

at

politicisation of religion under the shade of inseparable unity of
religion and politics only cause social tension, and detract from the
very goal of---peace. He insists that Islam has not provided the
blueprint for a political organisation of the society; rather, it has
only laid down (in the Quran) the general principles for engaging
in political activities. What the Muslim community is required to
do is to exercise ijtihiid, re-apply these general principles in the
context of the day, reconciling them with changing sociopolitical
realities, inorder to arrive at a suitable polity that meets the popular
will.
In the

light of these clarifications, he argues that Muslims,
whether they live as majority or minority, can remain true to their
faith, with or without the political dominance of Islam. They only
need honest endeavour to reconcile their faith-commitment with

citizenship (their dual loyalty).
minority, he urges loyalty to

In the context of his Indian Muslim
the Muslim faith and the secular

that since Islam's main target is the individual
hearts and not ideal society the prevailing secular system in India

structures. Ilc argues

today, which permits Muslims to order their personal
according to the Shari'a, while secular law controls in all
aspects, is "perfectly in consonance with Islam.,,6o

lives
other

,

context

of

achieving

peace

in Jerusalem,

which

is

strategic

to

Christians,

Muslims and Jews.
oo

This situation,

relationship
serves

as

has been shown earlier, is the

of Islam in

the real

practice

defining

character of the

and the secular constitution. To my mind, it
of Muslim faith in our plural context. See more on this

Nigeria

information in c.W. Troll,
India: The Views of Some

"Sharing Islamically in the Pluralistic Nation-State of
Contemporary Indian Muslim Leaders and Thinkers,"

Chukwuka Celestine Okonkwo
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In short, Wahiduddin has
notion

shown

urged a radical rethinking of the
of unity of religion and politics in Islam. Islamic history has
that this apparent inseparability has been utopic than real,

and efforts to reassert it distort and bend the basic message of Islam
to political ends. His view seems complemented by Nazih N.

-vyubi, an Arab Muslim writer, who
panicularl y "political" religion.

asserts that

Islam is not

a

On the contrary, Islam is a religion that stresses above all
the collecti ve enforcement of public morals. It is this

'collective' and

'public' nature of its conception of morality
people, especially in Orientalist and
mistakingly to attribute to Islam a
nature.
But a distinction between the
specifically political
two areas is absolutely basic to any understanding of the
that has induced many
fundamentalist circles,

nature of

Islam

as a

belief

system.?'

explanation, it is certain that Islam directs its
ethical summon to the community, but to understand this
communal element in terms of political legitimacy may be a
mistake. Ilcrc; we can observe that Islam is safer, and more so in
the modem realities of existence, if it reconnects fully to its
spiritual and ethical core values.
According

to

A Reflection

this

on

the Lessons of the

Spiritualist

Islam for Islam

in

Nigeria:
our judgement, Wahiduddin Khan's discussions around the din
(religion) and politics, political Islam, peace and pluralism deserve

In

consideration. His worry about the shameful distortion of Islamic
faith by the growing politicisation within his faith is a genuine one
and should not be

ignored by well-meaning Muslims,

who want to

Christian-Muslim Encounters. eds. Y.Y. Haddad and W.Z. Haddad

University Press of Florida, 1995) 245-262.
61
Nazih N. Ayubi, Political Islam: Religion and
(I .ondon/Ncw York: Routledge, 1991) 35.

(Gainsville,

FL:

Politics in the Arab World
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challenge posed
by contemporary expression of belief should not only be addressed
by the umma, but be seen as capable of energising too. We can say
that he has developed a significant vision of religion and society
that can empower Muslims to stri ve together wi th other believers
for a more harmonious world intended by the Creator. His
presentation of Islam offers the Muslim people a new way of re
examining their faith in its fundamental teaching. and application to
different spheres. In the light of this inclusive vision, how do
Muslims in northern Nigeria need to commit to their faith in the
way that reconcile with the challenges of our time, in the manner
that fulfil both true Islamic loyalty and patriotic vision?
For all we know, and as has been shown by Wahiduddin Khan,
the Qur'an and the prophetic traditions are at the heart of Muslim
life of faith. These sources of faith are supposed to inform and
nourish Muslim religious experience. This function is, however,
satisfied when all is done to update their message according to time
and contexts--when given a living status. Within this context,
Wahiduddin offers significant lesson to be learnt. Nigerian
Muslims are called upon to reinterprete their traditional beliefs in
the light of the need of concrete experience of living alongside
other peoples in Nigeria: religious integrity (being apolitical),
religious pluralism, interreligious dialogue and collaboration,
loyalty to citizenship, and peace. It seems to us that authentic
identity of Nigerian Islam lies in promoting better relations with
people of other faiths in order to jointly build a better society; it is
not in fashioning an exclusive Muslim political agenda.
This
task
will
require committed significant reform
in
programme
Nigerian Islam. The northern Nigerian Muslims
must confront the political manipulation of Islam, rethink their faith
in the light of Nigeria's contextual experience, and seek the crucial
help of interreligious dialogue to deal with the critical questions
involved. Dismantling the pervasive political ideology in view of
transcending its violent and divisive repercussions, would also
require that the grievances of the extremist groups against the
sec a more

.

Political Islam in
concern
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thought through. On the part of the larger Nigeria
political community, it also demands a review of the larger Nigeria
polity. There is need for the political courage and will to work out a
fitting and sustainable postcolonial political structure that will win
the confidence of the multiple collective identities in Nigeria.
mainstream

The

are

here also. The

responsibility
and violence

are

blame

and other believers must take

Christians

continuing

sometimes maintained

and

secterian and ethnic strife

Christians' quest
of Muslims. An example is

for

by

some

competitive edge and stereotyping
case
of the Evangelical exclusi vist tendencies that have
preached hatred against Islam and Muslims and robbed their
followers of the opportunity to share genuine Christian spirit with
those who believe differently. The key to addressing the concern of
provocation of Muslim rage is Christian community's resolve to
embrace a united attitude of willingness to dialogue. Christians
must be ready to meet the Muslims in a true and humble Christian
the

,

.

discourse. It is, therefore, necessary that all believers and non
believers should unite efforts in order to make a renewed religious

space

possible

in

Nigeria.

Yet, for the Muslim community,

an

mission of Islam and the deviations in

precondition

for renewed faith-commitment.

made to reconstruct

apply"

understanding of the
politicised religion
Efforts

true

is

a

should be

and in Wahiduddin' s term "re

meanings,
Qur' an and Haditn to serve spiritual growth
positive· relations with others. It is only urgent
new

the status of the

of the Muslims and

that the Muslims' view of the status of the Shari'a be reconsidered,

for, perhaps, nothing

can

be

substracted from

evaluation of the current limitation of Sharia to

personal
aspects
.

covering

India, while the secular law takes
harmonious with Islamic vision.

matters in

as

This

Wahiduddin's

fits· into

the

Muslim's

care

of other

picture of co-existence of
secularisation and islamisation in Nigeria, in which Muslims have
the Shari'a to control their personal lives, while they remain loyal
to the secular law 'of the land in other dimensions. In this respect,
one finds
it difficult to justify the adoption of Shari'a penal codes
current

,

I

by
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by serving
by personal political agenda.

governors, other

Tackling

12 northern states-' all executed

than motivated

be, however, noted that the theoretical framework
which Wahiduddin Khan has presented, and thus analysed is not a
It must

perfect vision. it has its own difficulties. He shows
optimistic and idealistic in his quest to reconcile Islam
times. These anitudcs
between

the

come

sufliC(cnt

clear

he tries to construct

as

foundational

to modern contexts

himself very
with modem

sources

of Islam

a

bridge

and

re

without

assigning any significant
heritages. Again this ideal vision seems not to
have grappled deeply with the challenges posed to authentic
Muslim witness by concrete realities of failure of democratic
conditions
of
structures,
inequity, deprivation, and even
discrimination. Moreover, his understanding of interreligious
dialogue appears to ask Muslims to merely tolerate other believers.
In setting Islam as the perfect religion, he has not accommodated
the possibility of Muslims being changed by encounters with

application

role to the traditional

others.

Despite

these

difficulties, Wahiduddin Khan has formulated

vision of Islam that

political

can

abuse of Islam and

discourse. Concrete tasks

project

serve

for

as

resource

inspire interreligious

are

needed in the

disempowered youths

violence, and in creating economic
that, apart from political Islam,
secretarian crises in

a

for

dealing

a

with

and intercultural

areas

of educational

easily lured into
opportunites, bearing in mind
who

other

are

forces

contribute

'to

the socio-economic. Other

Nigeria, particularly
responsibility is needed include political participation,
rule of law and public accountability, support for Human rights,
including collective minority rights (to resolve the tensions that
exist between minority and majority populations in different
states). Would it be possible for a serious re-examination of Islamic
tradition be undertaken by Nigerian Muslims, in view of
rediscovering the spirit of Islam? The fact is that there are many
willing and capable persons within the Muslim fold who could
reflect through this proposal, as shown by sincere commitment of
areas

honest

Chukwuka Celestine Okonkwo
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Muslim clerics involved with their Christian counterparts in
the Interfaith Mediation Centre, Kaduna,
some

Nigeria.62

It is

Nigeria

our

convinction that the task of

is difficult, but not

the Muslims to be

aware

an

tackling political Islam in
impossible one. The first step is for

of the sad twist it makes of their faith.

quite resourceful in this. The truth is
political �slam is as indispensable for peace

Wahiduddin Khan has been
that to rout the faces of
and

security,

as

it is in the interest of the

Muslims, who identify themselves

as

integrity

of Islam and

peace-seekers.

Conclusion
There is

Nigeria.

an

urgent need

The

to

community

eradicate the
of Muslims

menacing political Islam in
in northern Nigeria has a

tackle this

anomaly. Yet its effort will need the
support of their compatriots in the Southwest and other believers
through dialogue. Maulana Wahiduddin Khan's presentation of
Islam may prove capable of reconciling Muslim faith with modem
challenges, including the peripheral position of politics in Islam.
The lessons we have learnt from him are mainly two-fold: one,
Islam is essentially spiritual and ethical, it is not a political
resource; and, two, Muslims must give Islam a living status, by
rendering anew its principles according to the times. This
presentation, we hope, contributes to raising of awareness and
gaining important insight about how to disable the political
manipulations of Islam.
serious

62

duty

to

The Imams, Muhammad Sani Isah and Muhammad N. Ashafa of the Jama'atu
(JNI), Kaduna Chapter, have been actively engaged in seeking an

Nasril Islam

entrenchment of

a culture of dialogue and
peace between Christians and
They are currently involved in the Muslim-Christian Dialogue Forum
carried on by the Interfaith Mediation Centre, Kaduna. For a short introduction
on this project, see Muhammad N. Ashafa and James N. Wuye, The Pastor & the
Imam: Responding to Conflict (Kaduna: Muslim/Christian Dialogue Forum,

Muslims.

1999).

